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Abstract—In this paper, we show that an adiabatic cycle excites
Bose particles confined in a one-dimensional box. We consider a
cycle, during which a wall described by a δ-shaped potential is
applied and its strength and position are slowly varied. When the
system is initially prepared in the equilibrium ground state, the
adiabatic cycle brings all bosons into the first excited one-particle
state, leaving the system in a nonequilibrium state. The absorbed
energy during the cycle is proportional to the number of bosons.
Keywords–Quantum mechanics; Quantum holonomy; Ultracold
gases.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The control of a physical system in at quantum level is at
the forefront of today’s physics research. Among the research
works, the population inversion in bosonic gas has a venerable
tradition, dating back to the early years of quantum mechanics.
The quantum population inversion has been studied for its
application to lasing [1]. The quantum control of atoms and
molecules has also been investigated to realize the population inversion [2][3]. Recently, studies of the super-TonksGirardeau gas, which also involves the population inversion,
have attracted a lot of attention in both experimental and
theoretical studies of nonequilibrium cold atoms [4][5][6][7].
In the super-Tonks-Girardeau gas, which may be described by
the Lieb-Liniger model [8] with strongly attractive interaction,
the population inversion is created through an “adiabatic”
process, where the interaction strength is suddenly flipped from
infinitely repulsive to infinitely attractive [6][9].
Such a population inversion can be induced even by an
adiabatic cycle, which can be obtained with an extension
of the adiabatic process that connects Tonks-Girardeau and
super-Tonks-Girardeau gases both to weaker repulsive and
weaker attractive regime. The repetitions of this adiabatic cycle
transform the ground state of non-interacting bosons into their
higher excited states and achieve the population inversion [10].
This is counterintuitive, since there is no external field to drive
the final state of the bosons away from the initial state.
There have been studies of the excitation of quantum
systems by adiabatic cycles, which is referred to as the exotic
quantum holonomy [11][12][13]. We also mention, in studies
of atomic and molecular systems under the oscillating field,
that an adiabatic cycle involving a level crossing may excite a
quantum system [14][15].
In this paper, we examine an adiabatic cycle that excites
a system consisting of Bose particles confined in a onedimensional box. During the cycle, we vary an additional wall
adiabatically, while the interparticle interaction is kept fixed.
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This is in contrast to the scheme described in [6][10], where
the interaction strength between Bose particles is an effective
adiabatic parameter. In this study, we suppose that the wall is
described by a δ-function shaped potential [16][17][18]. We
show that the first excited one-particle state is occupied by
all the bosons to achieve the population inversion completely,
if the system is prepared to be in the ground state. Namely,
the energy gained by the bosons during the adiabatic cycle is
proportional to the number of bosons.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the basic
setup of our model is presented in the simplest setting of one
boson. Section 3 and 4 deal with noninteracting and interacting
many bosons, respectively. The summary and the discussion
are found in Section 5.
II. A PARTICLE IN A BOX WITH A δ- WALL
In order to examine N Bose particles in a one-dimensional
box with an additional δ-wall, we review the single particle
case, i.e., N = 1 [18], where the system is described by the
Hamiltonian
H(g, X) =

p2
+ V (x) + gδ(x − X),
2m

(1)

where m is the particle mass, V (x) is the confinement potential, and g and X are the strength and position of δ-wall. In
particular, we assume that V (x) describes an infinite square
well with the length L, i.e., V (x) = 0 for 0 < x < L and
V (x) = ∞ otherwise [16][17].
We introduce an adiabatic cycle C, which consists of three
adiabatic processes CI , CII and CIII , as shown in Figure 1.
We suppose that the δ-wall is initially absent, i.e., g = 0 in 1,
and that the system is in a stationary state initially. In the first
part of C, which will be called CI , an impenetrable wall is
inserted at x0 adiabatically. In terms of the δ-wall, the strength
g is slowly increased from 0 to ∞, while its position X is fixed
at x0 during CI . Subsequently, in the second part CII , the
position X of the impenetrable wall is adiabatically changed

Figure 1. The adiabatic cycle C of a one-dimensional box, which contains
Bose particles. The strength and the position of an additional δ-wall is
adiabatically varied during C.
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Figure 2. Parametric evolution of eigenenergies with N = 1 along the cycle
C, which consists of CI (left part), CII (middle part) and CIII (right
part). The eigenenergies are depicted by their normalized wavenumber k̄ 2.
We set x0 = 0.4703L and x1 = L − x0 .

from x0 to x1 . In the last part CIII , the δ-wall at X = x1 is
adiabatically turned off. At the end of the cycle C, the δ-wall
has no effect, again.
In Figure 2, we depict the parametric dependence of
eigenenergies of the single-particle Hamiltonian H(g, X) 1
along C. Throughout this manuscript, we indicate the eigenenergy E using a normalized wavenumber k̄
r
E
k̄ ≡
,
(2)
N
where  = (~π/L)2 /(2m) is the ground eigenenergy of the
particle in the infinite square well.
The adiabatic time evolution of the single-particle system
along C depends on x0 and x1 . In the following, we explain
the case 25 L < x0 < 12 L < x1 < 35 L, which may be explained
from Figure 2. A more rigorous argument is found in [18].
First, let us consider the case that the initial state is the
ground state |1(g = 0, X = x0 )i of the particle in the
infinite square well, where |n(g, X)i denotes the n-th adiabatic
eigenstate of H(g, X) during processes CI and CIII . We will
omit to indicate (g, X) in the following. After the completion
of CI , the state vector arrives at |R1 i, the ground state of the
right well, since we choose the right well in CII is slightly
larger than the left well. During CII , there occurs a spectral
degeneracy between |R1 i and |L1 i, the ground state of the
left well. This is because the size of the left (right) well is
increasing (decreasing) during CII , and these sizes coincide at
X = L/2. At the end of CII , |R1 i becomes the first excited
state, which adiabatically continued to |2i, which is the second
excited state of the particle in the infinite square well, through
CIII . Hence, the “population inversion” in the single-particle
system occurs if the system is prepared to be in the ground
state initially.
Second, we examine the case that the initial state is the first
excited state |2i, which offers the “inverse” of the population
inversion. Through the adiabatic cycle C, the system arrives
at |L1 i after the completion of C1 , and then arrives at |1i at
the end of the cycle C. Namely, either |1i and |2i return to
the initial states after the completion of the adiabatic cycle C
twice.
Third, let us examine the cases that the initial states are
|3i and |4i, which are the first and second excited state,
respectively. Now C induces an interchange of these two
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states, through the intermediate states |R2 i and |L2 i, which
are localized the right and left well during the process II.
A similar interchange of initial eigenstates occurs as a
result of the adiabatic cycle C, as long as we choose x0 and x1
appropriately. In general, the level crossing of the one-particle
Hamiltonian 1 during the process CII plays an important role
to determine which pairs of eigenstates are interchanged by C,
while there is no level crossing generically during the processes
CI and CIII [18].
We make a remark on the stability of the present scheme
for the one-body population inversion. A crucial point is
the stability of the adiabatic time evolution across the level
crossing during CII . The level crossing may be lifted due to
an imperfection of the impenetrable wall, i.e., the δ-wall with
an infinite strength. If the level splitting is small enough, we
may employ the diabatic process around the avoided crossing
to realize the one-body population inversion. It has been shown
that an open diabatic process made of time-dependent potential
well produces the second excited state from the ground state of
a bose particle [19]. This diabatic scheme is applied to create
collective excitations of interacting bosons [19][20][21].
III. N ON - INTERACTING B OSONS
We examine the case that the number of the Bose particles
is N , assuming the absence of interparticle interaction. It is
straightforward to extend the above result for N = 1, once we
restrict the case that N bosons initially occupy the one-particle
state |ni. Hence, the system is in an adiabatic state of the N
bosons
|n⊗N i ≡ |nn. . .ni,
(3)
where the one-particle adiabatic state |ni is occupied by N
bosons, during CI and CIII .
If there are no interparticle interactions, the parametric
evolution of averaged wavenumber k̄ for the adiabatic N particle state agrees with the one of the single-particle system.
This suggests that the adiabatic cycle C of the N -particle
system with no interaction delivers the ground state |1⊗N i to
the excited state |2⊗N i, i.e., the complete population inversion,
as seen in Figure 2. The energy that the particles acquire during
the cycle C is proportional to the number of the particles.
IV. I NTERACTING B OSONS
We examine the adiabatic cycle C for N interacting Bose
particles. We mainly examine the case that the system is
initially in the ground state. In order to confirm that the N particle population inversion really occurs, we need to examine
the effect of the interparticle interaction.
We assume that the interparticle interaction V consists of
two-body contact interactions. Namely, we suppose that V
takes the following form
X
V (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) = λ
δ(xi − xj ),
(4)
hi,ji

where λ is the interaction strength, and the summation is taken
over pairs.
We also assume that the interparticle interaction is weak
enough so that the topology of the parametric dependence
of eigenenergy remains unchanged, except around the level
crossing points of the noninteracting bosons. Namely, when
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the gaps of the eigenenergies between neighboring levels in
the noninteracting system are larger than a constant value, the
interparticle interaction shifts the eigenenergy at most O(λ),
according to the standard perturbation theory. For small enough
perturbative energy correction, the corresponding adiabatic
time evolution of the stationary state of the interacting bosons
closely follows the one of the noninteracting bosons.
Accordingly, under the weak interparticle interaction condition, the eigenstates of the interacting bosons can be labeled
by the quantum numbers of the noninteracting bosons. For
example, the ground state of the initial and final points of
the adiabatic cycle C may be denoted as |1⊗N (λ)i, whose
overlapping integral with the unperturbed state |1⊗N i is large.
Also, |1⊗N (λ)i can be constructed by the standard perturbation theory with a small parameter λ.
On the other hand, even a weak interparticle interaction can
strongly influence the parametric evolution of energy levels in
the vicinity of level crossings by making avoided crossings.
Hence, we need to closely examine the level crossing of the
non-interacting Bose particles.
In the following, we argue that the adiabatic time evolution
closely follows the one in the noninteracting system examined
above, if the number of particles is large enough. The key is
the selection rule for the matrix element of V in the adiabatic
representation in the vicinity of the level crossings of noninteracting Bosons.
A. “Tunneling” and direct contributions of the interaction in
N =2
We show that the effect of the interparticle interaction is
significantly different, depending on whether a level crossing
locates either in CII , or in CI ∪ CIII , as for the two body
case. In the former case, the relevant matrix elements may
be small since it involves only tunneling processes through
the impenetrable wall. On the other hand, in processes CI
and CIII , the matrix element cannot be negligible. However,
it turns out that there happens to be no corresponding level
crossing that affects the population inversion whose initial state
is the ground state.
The parametric evolutions of eigenenergies of the noninteracting two particle system are depicted in Figure 3, in terms of
the averaged wavenumber k̄ (see, 2). The parametric evolution
of the eigenenergy that connects |11i and |22i has a level
crossing with two eigenenergies during CII . The initial states
of these energy levels are |22i and |12i, which are |L1 L1 i and
|R1 L1 i during CII , respectively.
We examine the matrix elements of the interparticle interaction term V between the adiabatic basis vectors |R1 R1 i,
|L1 L1 i and |R1 L1 i. Note that |R1 R1 i corresponds to the
initial state |11i of the adiabatic cycle
√ Z L
hR1 , L1 |V |R1 , R1 i = 2λ {ψR1 (x)ψL1 (x)}∗ {ψR1 (x)}2 dx,
0

(5)
for example. Since the single-particle adiabatic eigenfunctions
ψL1 (x) and ψR1 (x) are completely localized in the left and
right wells, respectively, the overlapping integral is zero, if
the δ-wall is completely impenetrable during CII . The level
crossing accordingly remains even in the presence of the
interparticle interaction. Thus the adiabatic cycle C induces
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Figure 3. Parametric evolution of normalized wavenumbers for N = 2. Full
lines indicate the levels whose initial states are |nni (n = 1, . . . , 4) Other
levels are depicted by dashed lines. Parameters are the same as in Figure 2.

the complete population inversion from |11i to |22i, as in the
non-interacting case.
Let us examine the case that the δ-wall during CII allows
the tunneling leakage of particles due to some imperfections.
Still, we may expect that the matrix elements due to the tunneling corrections are exponentially small. Since the resultant
energy gap of the avoided crossing is also exponentially small,
we may expect that the diabatic process easily almost recovers
the complete population inversion.
Also, during the second process CII , the left and right part
of the well may be separated. This allows us to make the tunneling correction arbitrarily small. Accordingly the adiabatic
limit that follows the extremely small avoided crossing would
be difficult to realize.
On the other hand, if the level crossing appears during CI
or CIII , the interparticle interaction destroys the level crossing.
In Figure 3, such an example is seen between the levels whose
initial states are |33i and |24i, which is delivered to |R2 R2 i
and |L1 L2 i, respectively, in the absence of V .
The matrix element h33|V |24i does not vanish in general, since the relevant single-particle adiabatic eigenfunctions
extend the whole box. Accordingly the level crossings are
destroyed to form avoided crossing. Thus the adiabatic process
CI for example, delivers |33i and |24i at the initial point of CI ,
to |L1 L2 i and |R2 R2 i, respectively. This breaks the population
inversion whose initial state is a higher excited state, e.g., the
adiabatic cycle C delivers |33i to |44i in the absence of the
interparticle interaction.
B. Selection rule for N = 3
Here, we show that the interparticle interaction does not
suppress the population inversion for N > 2 due to a selection
rule of V .
We explain this with the case N = 3 (Figure 4). Let
us examine the level whose initial state is |1⊗3 i along C.
The corresponding final state is |2⊗3 i in the absence of the
interparticle interaction.
First, the interparticle interaction has no, or exponentially
small effect on the level crossing during CII , as shown in the
case of N = 2.
Second, we examine the level crossing in CIII , where
the levels whose final states are |2⊗3 i and |113i exhibit
crossing. We examine the matrix element of the interparticle
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Figure 4. Parametric evolution of normalized wavenumbers for N = 3.
Other parameters are the same as in Figure 3.

Figure 5. Parametric evolution of normalized wavenumbers for N = 4.
Other parameters are the same as in Figure 3.

interaction h113|V |2⊗3 i, which vanishes since V is a twobody interaction, and the set of quantum numbers (1, 1, 3) and
(2, 2, 2) has no common quantum number.
Still, there may be a tiny avoided crossing whose magnitude can be explained by the standard second-order perturbation theory. We may expect that the diabatic process induces
the complete population inversion whose final state is |2⊗3 i.
Also, even if the interaction strength λ is moderately large,
where the topology of the level diagram remains unchanged
except that the avoided crossing becomes noticeable, the final
state should be |113i, whose energy is far larger than the
ground state. In this sense, a incomplete population inversion
should be realized.
C. The population inversion for N > 2
We shall prove that the adiabatic cycle C delivers |1⊗N i
to |2⊗N i for N > 2, even in the presence of the two-body
interparticle interaction. Here we explain the selection rule for
arbitrary N (> 2), and examine each part of the cycle C. For
example, N = 4 case is shown in Figure 5.
We explain the selection rule of the two-body interparticle
interaction for N > 2. Namely, we examine the matrix element
hn01 n02 . . . n0N |V |n1 n2 . . . nN i. The matrix element vanishes
when the two sets of quantum numbers (n01 , n02 , . . . , n0N ) and
(n1 , n2 , . . . nN ) has, at least, three different elements, i.e.,
the number of the common quantum numbers is equal to
N − 3 or less. In other words, non-vanishing matrix element
has the following hn01 n02 n3 . . . nN |V |n1 n2 n3 . . . nN i where
(n3 , . . . , nN ) are the common quantum numbers.
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We examine the first part CI of C. We assume that the
system is initially in the ground state |1⊗N (λ)i. According
to the selection rule, it is sufficient to examine |1⊗N −2 ψ, φi,
where |ψi and |φi are single particle adiabatic states, e.g. |2i.
Now we examine whether the eigenenergies of these states are
degenerate. This is equivalent to compare the eigenenergies
corresponding to |11i and |ψ, φi of the two particle system.
As is seen in Figure 3, there is no level crossing in CI . In
this sense, there is no effective level crossing with the level
|1⊗N (λ)i, during CI .
As for CIII , we conclude from an argument similar to the
above, that the energy level corresponding to |2⊗N (λ)i has no
effective level crossing.
Next we examine CII , where the system is in |R1⊗N i.
According to the selection rule, it suffices to examine
|R1⊗N −2 ψ, φi with single particle adiabatic states |ψi and
|φi. To clarify the level crossing, we compare |R1 R1 i with
|ψ, φi. There are three cases. First, the levels corresponding
to |R1 R1 i and |Rn , Rn0 i ((n, n0 ) 6= (1, 1)) do not occur.
Second, the levels corresponding to |R1 R1 i and |Rn , Ln0 i
exhibits a degeneracy only when n = 1 and n0 = 1,
where the corresponding matrix element involves a singleparticle tunneling. Third, the levels corresponding to |R1 R1 i
and |Ln , Ln0 i exhibits a degeneracy only when n = 1 and
n0 = 1, where the corresponding matrix element involves a
two-particle tunneling. Since the matrix elements involving a
tunneling contribution is exponentially small, the resultant gap
should be also small. Hence, the diabatic process should occur
even when the speed of the impenetrable wall is moderately
slow.
V. D ISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
We argue here that the experimental realization of the
population inversion suggested in this paper is feasible with
the current state of the art. For example, we may utilize the
scheme [22] to realize δ-wall with an approximate Gaussian
wall.
Another possibility is to use a heavy particle as a wall,
whose position may be manipulated by, say, an optical tweezer.
The effective interaction between the wall particle and other
particle may be tuned by external fields.
We note that the present scheme may offer a way to
realize other exotic nonequilibrium states. Let us suppose, for
example, the state of bosons is in |2⊗N (λ)i, which can be
generated from the adiabatic cycle C. After the interparticle
interaction λ is adiabatically increased to ∞, the system arrives
the higher excited state of the Tonks-Girardeau system, which
may be described by the Lieb-Linigher model with the infinite
interparticle interaction strength [23][24]. Similarly, after λ is
adiabatically decreased to −∞, the system now arrives at the
higher excited state of the super-Tonks-Girardeau system [6].
This state is a much more highly-excited state compared to the
super-Tonks-Girardeau state, because the initial state |2⊗N (λ)i
is a higher excited state of noninteracting bosons.
In summary, we have shown that the adiabatic cycle C
induces the nearly complete population inversion of the multiboson system, when the interparticle interaction is not too
strong. As pointed out in [18] for a single particle case, the
present scheme may be extended to the case of an arbitrary
shape of the confinement potential V (x).
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Reduction of Silver Oxide Film in Inert Gas Plasma
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Abstract— Reduction of silver oxide in plasma is studied. Silver
oxide film was prepared by plasma oxidation of thermally
evaporated silver film. It is shown that silver oxide is reduced
with different rate in He, Ar and N2 plasmas excited by rf power.
To clarify mechanism of reduction, morphology, electrical and
optical properties of the samples are analyzed. Spectroscopic
ellipsometry is used to measure thicknesses and optical
constants of oxidized and reduced layers. It is concluded that the
reduction is activated by low energy electron bombardment of
silver oxide.
Keywords-silver oxide; plasma reduction; silver thin film.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Both silver and silver oxide are widely used as functional
material in microdevices. Silver is the best plasmonic material
in visible range and has found broad application in sensors,
photonics, catalysis and spectroscopy [1]. Unique properties
of silver oxide are used in optical storage devices, gas sensors,
photovoltaic cells and photonics [2]. Silver and silver oxide
are applied both in the form of thin films, and in the form of
nanostructures. Additionally, non-stoichiometric silver oxide
AgxO or silver oxide with silver inclusions can be used instead
of pure oxide. Properties of silver oxide nanostructures and
thin films are found to be sensitive to fabrication method. It
has caused a big variety of the applied methods, such as
thermal evaporation [3], reactive magnetron sputtering [4],
chemical-bath deposition [5], exposing silver lms to atomic
oxygen environment [6][7], and so on. The last method is very
attractive, because it opens an opportunity for application of
well known Ag deposition methods in preparation of silver
oxide films. Furthermore, interconversion of Ag into Ag xO
and AgxO in Ag would be desirable for fabrication of silver
containing nanostructures and AgxO films with controlled
silver content. Suitable reduction process of Ag 2O to Ag
would be also benefit for removing of native oxide layer from
silver structures (SERS substrates etc.) after long storage.
However, reports about reciprocal conversion of Ag xO into
Ag in dry ambient (gas, plasma) are concentrated on
application of reducing agents like H2 or annealing in inert
ambient [8][9]. In the first case, the reducing agent can involve
undesirable reactions with other materials of microdevice. In
the second case, high temperature can limit choice of materials
used in fabrication process. Nevertheless, publications about
conversion of AgxO into Ag without reducing agents are
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occasional and devoted to interaction of Ag xO surface with
energetic particles.
In this paper, we propose to use inert gas plasma for dry
reduction of silver oxide films. It is demonstrated that
conversion of AgxO in Ag is possible in a standard reactor for
dry etching using Ar, He or N2 plasma. The reduction rate is
proportional to ionization degree of plasma, i.e., concentration
of electrons near processed sample. Ag content in the obtained
films depends on plasma gas and can be controlled in broad
range by process parameters, including reduction time,
pressure and rf power.
The paper is organized in a following way. In the
subsequent Section II, details of sample preparation and
measurement procedures are presented. In Section III, results
of the work are demonstrated by scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images, electrical measurements as well as
, spectra and reflection spectra of the fabricated samples.
In Section IV, possible reduction mechanism of Ag 2O in inert
gas plasma is discussed. In Section V, the conclusion is drawn.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A crystalline Si wafer (100 mm in diameter, 0.5-mm-thick,
<100>) was used as a substrate. To increase accuracy of
optical measurements, a 609 nm thick SiO2 layer was prepared
by thermal oxidation of the Si wafer. A 15 nm thick silver
layer was deposited by electron-beam evaporation with the
deposition rate of 0.3 nm/s and base pressure 2×10 -7 Torr. All
plasma treatments were made in two identical parallel plate
reactors, which differ by sample position in a reactor. In the
plasma etching (PE) reactor the sample was fixed on grounded
electrode, in the reactive ion etching (RIE) reactor the sample
was fixed on isolated electrode. Metal deposition and plasma
treatments were done at room temperature.
Plasma oxidation was done in PE reactor during 90
seconds at oxygen flow of 100 sccm, pressure 1000 mTorr and
rf power 20W. Several identical AgxO samples were prepared
to compare reduction in different conditions. For this purpose
the whole wafer was cut on chips (2×2 cm2), which were
further processed separately, but at the same pressure 500
mTor and during the same time 60 s. The sample #1 was
treated in RIE reactor at Ar flow 50 sccm, the samples #2, #3
were processed in PE reactor at flow 500 sccm of He and N2,
respectively. Diluted ammonia solution (NH3 25 % from
Honeywell) NH3:H2O = 1:1 was used for selective etching of
Ag2O. This treatment does not affect on Ag, Si and SiO2. All
samples were etched during 20 s.
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III. RESULTS
In this section, the results of sequential oxidation of as
deposited silver film and reduction of obtained silver oxide
film are reported. To justify silver oxidation and AgxO
reduction, comparison of electrical, optical and chemical
properties is performed.
A. Oxidation
In the beginning, reflection measurements for as deposited
and plasma-oxidized silver films were made. Due to thick
SiO2 layer (609 nm), reflection from the Si substrate and low
absorption in the upper layer, interference effects have been
observed in both films (Fig. 1). It was noted that interference
maxima of the silver film at 570 nm and 830 nm correspond
to interference minima of the AgxO film at the same
wavelengths. Taking into account negligible optical thickness
of the upper layer (less than /8) and identical thicknesses of
SiO2 layers, this fact can be only explained by different phase
shift upon reflection from Ag and Ag xO layers. Difference in
phase shift is close to 180°. It means that the original metal
layer has been converted into dielectric one after oxidation
[10]. The formation of silver oxide is also evident from wet
etching in ammonia solution. Silver film remains invariable,
but AxO film is totally removed. The SEM images also
confirm difference between as deposited and oxidized silver
100

Ag
AgxO

80

Ag-R

b)

Figure 2. SEM images of as deposited (a) and oxidized (b) Ag films.

50
40
30
20
10
0
400

Ag
AgxO

300

Ag-R

(°)

R(%)

60

a)

(°)

Silver film was deposited in e-beam evaporation system
IM-9912 (Instrumentti Mattila Oy, Finland). Plasma
treatments were done in 13.56 MHz driven parallel electrode
reactors Plasmalab 80 Plus (Oxford Instruments Plasma
Technology). To investigate the prepared samples, plane-view
image observations were performed in Zeiss Supra 40 field
emission scanning electron microscope. Spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE) measurements in the range of 700–1700 nm
at the angle 70º were done by spectroscopic ellipsometer SE
805 (SENTECH Instruments GmbH). Sheet resistance of
films was measured by four points probe method. Reflectance
measurements were carried out using a FilmTek 4000
(Scientific Computing International, USA) reflectometer at
normal light incidence in the spectral range 400–1700 nm.
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Figure 1. Reflection spectra of as deposited, oxidized and reduced
(sample #2) Ag films.
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spectra of as deposited, oxidized and reduced (sample #1)
Ag films.
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0,3
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0,1
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TABLE I.
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Figure 4. Optical models of AgxO (a), Ag reduced in He or Ar (b), Ag
reduced in N2 (c).

films (Fig. 2). The discontinuous Ag film, including voids of
random shape converts in agglomeration of closely packed
crystallites. Cubic shape of crystallites resembles cubic
crystalline structure of Ag2O.
To measure optical constants of oxidized silver, SE was
used. It is based on measurement of ellipsometric angles ,
in the range of wavelengths. After that the sample is described
by simplified model from several optical layers and , are
calculated for the model. Then, matching between measured
and calculated , is done for different parameters of optical
layers. The obtained , spectra of as deposited and oxidized
silver films are given in Fig. 3. Totally different , curves
before and after oxidation confirm conversion of Ag into
AgxO.
To extract optical constants of the oxidized silver, the
ellipsometric spectra were analyzed by model with layered
structure. The model contains the pure Ag 2O layer (thickness
h1) and the Ag2O:Ag layer (thickness h2), as shown in Fig.4a.
The A2O:Ag composite was described in the assumption that
it consists of Ag2O matrix and Ag inclusions. The dielectric
function of composite was calculated according to the
Bruggemann e ective-medium approximation (EMA). The
unknown dielectric function of the Ag2O was found by using
Tauc-Lorentz dispersion formula with two oscillators.
Parameters of these Lorentz oscillators are linked to imaginary
part of the dielectric function and are listed in Table I. Ai is
related to strength of the i-th absorption peak (i=1,2), Ci is the
damping coefficient of the i-th oscillator, Ei is the energy
position of the i-th peak. Two additional parameters are
optical band gap energy Eg = 0.21 eV and high frequency
dielectric constant = 1.06.

0,4
k

n

3,1

Figure 5. Optical constants of AgxO.

reported values for sputtered Ag2O [4]. Both of them follow
normal dispersion, i.e., decrease for longer wavelength in
contrast to silver optical constants, which increase with
wavelength. The purpose of optical calculations is
justification of oxidation or reduction reactions in plasma
ambient. In this context, absolute values of optical constants
are not so significant as their variations in response on process
parameter changing.
B. Reduction
The wafer with silver oxide was cut in chips for reduction
experiments in different conditions. In Fig. 1, reflection
a)

b)

PARAMETERS OF AG2O MODEL

Oscillator no.

A (eV)

E (eV)

C (eV)

1

7,30

4,27

0,15

2

20,80

3,20

2,40

The obtained model parameters for AgxO are given in
Table II. Silver fraction in the composite layer A2O:Ag is 0.07
and total thickness of the layer (h1+h2) has increased to 34.5
nm after oxidation. The wavelength dependences of the
extracted refractive index n and extinction coef cient k for
Ag2O are shown in Fig. 5. Both of them are higher than
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Figure 6. SEM images of the sample #3 after reduction (a) and after NH 3
etching (b).
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TABLE II.
Sample

Reactor

Gas

Power,
W

SAMPLE PREPARATION PARAMETERS AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
,
m

Ag2O
nm

Ag2O:Ag
nm

Ag:air
Aga

nm

Ag

7,1×10-8

Ag2O

35

6,4×10-1

16,5

0,07

6,9

0,84

14,3

12,5

0,82

6,9

0,30

PE

O2

#1

RIE

Ar

12

8,0×10-8

#2

PE

He

20

9,7×10-8

#3

PE

N2

20

1,3×10-6

Total
airb

Thickness, nm

Aga

15,0
18,0

6,0

34,5

0,03

0,05

21,2

0,91

8,8

0,18

21,2

0,82

10,2

0,44

23,1

0,34

a. Ag fraction in the layer.
b. Air fraction in the layer.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 7. SEM images of the samples reduced in Ar (a), He (b) and N 2 (c)
plasma.
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spectra of original (Ag) and reduced (Ag-R) silver (sample #2)
are compared. The coinciding maxima and minima of Ag and
Ag-R prove conversion of semiconductor AgxO into metal
Ag. Etching in ammonia solution does not affect on samples
processed in Ar and He plasma (#1 and #2, respectively), but
removes central part of sample #3, processed in N2 plasma.
Only 4 mm wide strip of changed colour was left around
sample perimeter after ammonia processing. Fig. 6 shows
SEM images of the sample #3 before and after wet etching in
the edge area. The observed changing is possible, if the film
consists of Ag2O and Ag. After wet etching Ag2O is removed,
leaving Ag phase on the substrate. SEM images of the central
areas of the AgxO film processed in Ar (sample #1), He
(sample #2) and N2 (sample #3) plasma are shown in Fig. 7.
While Ar and He processed samples demonstrate similar
images of silver films with different fragmentation, the image
of the sample #3 is more complicate. It can be considered as
dark background from AgxO at which bright silver inclusions
are visible.
The , spectra of reduced AgxO for the sample #1 are
shown in Fig. 3. They look very similar to spectra of as
deposited silver. Reconstruction of sample layers after
reduction was done by using optical models shown in Fig. 4b
and Fig. 4c. The composite Ag2O:Ag layer was described by
EMA and the model for Ag2O obtained at oxidation step
(Table 1) was used. After that, only thickness and Ag content
in layers were changed during matching. In such a way,
efficiency of reduction can be estimated by total Ag content
in films.
The results of optical measurements are given in Table II.
The samples processed in Ar and He can be considered
consisting of Ag2O:Ag layer (thickness h2) and rough silver
layer (thickness h3), modeled as Ag:air composite. The sample
processed in N2, additionally includes pure Ag2O layer
(thickness h1) at SiO2 interface. The total Ag fraction in
samples was calculated as average of layer Ag contents
according to thickness weight function (fraction of layer
thickness in total thickness). Total thickness of all reduced
samples is practically the same (Table II) and much less than
thickness of AgxO film. The thicknesses of as deposited and
reduced silver cannot be compared, because they were
estimated by quartz microbalance and SE, respectively.
Effect of process parameters on reduction result was
studied by monitoring resistivity and Ag content. Fig. 8
demonstrates dependence of these characteristics on process
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Figure 8. Dependence of resistivity and Ag content on reduction time for
film reduced in He plasma.

Figure 10. Dependence of resistivity and Ag content on rf power for film
reduced in He plasma.

time for PE reactor with He plasma. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show
variation of resistivity and Ag content with process pressure
and rf power, respectively, in RIE reactor with Ar plasma. The
fullest reduction happens when processes is done during 60 s
at pressure 125 mTor. Mirror like behavior of curves for
resistivity and Ag content reflect the fact that Ag inclusions
are responsible for electrical conductivity of the samples.

respectively [11][12]. Therefore, ion energy for He reduction
process in the PE reactor is less than threshold sputtering level
and sputtering effect cannot be responsible for Ag xO
reduction.
Energy required to break chemical bonds can be delivered
in different ways. For example, silver oxide is decomposed on
silver and atomic oxygen during low temperature treatment
(200 °C) or under UV irradiation. It means that Ag2O has low
bond energy and Ag-O bond can be easily broken. Electron
bombardment is often used for breaking chemical bonds. Low
energy primary electrons (160 eV) are able to generate
secondary electrons, displace oxygen anions and reduce
oxides, e.g., TiO2 [13]. In case of Ag2O, secondary electron
emission is strong enough and starts when primary electron
energy exceeds 5 eV. Therefore, reduction of Ag 2O by low
energy electrons is also possible and mechanism of plasma
reduction is decomposition of Ag2O on Ag and atomic oxygen
under bombardment of electrons ejected from plasma. It
means, that reduction rate depends on electron concentration
in plasma or degree of its ionization.
At low rf power and low electron energy, most particle
collisions in plasma lead to molecule dissociation and
excitation, but not to ionization [14]. In monoatomic gases
(Ar, He), dissociation is not possible and ionization is more
effective than in diatomic gases (N2). In other words, plasma
concentration is higher for Ar and He, than for N2. In case of
sample #3 (N2 plasma), it explains the lowest reduction rate,
demonstrated by the highest resistivity, the lowest Ag fraction
and totally different morphology of reduced film in
comparison with He and Ar processed samples. Deviation in
plasma concentration leads also to different reduction
efficiency in Ar and He plasmas. Ionization energy for He and
Ar atoms is 25 eV and 16 eV, respectively. Lower ionization
energy leads to higher electron concentration in Ar plasma.
Increasing of Ag content with rf power (Fig. 10) is in
accordance with dependence of reduction rate on plasma
concentration, which is proportional to electrical field
strength. However, at rf power higher than 16W, trends in
behavior of and Ag content (Fig. 10) are changed. At high
power, bias exceeds 25 V, ion energy is above threshold
sputtering energy of Ag and sputtering effect becomes
significant. It results in preferable silver sputtering from
Ag2O:Ag composite.

IV.

DISCUSSION

The obtained film parameters and SEM images
demonstrate synthesis and decomposition of silver oxide
during forward reaction of oxidation and reverse reaction of
reduction, respectively. Indeed, total transformation of optical
and electrical properties of the film after O2 plasma processing
and full restoration of these properties after inert gas plasma
treatment (Table II), can be reasonably explained by
formation of silver oxide AgxO and its conversion into silver,
respectively. In this section, we discuss the possible reduction
mechanism of silver oxide.
Any sample treated in plasma is bombarded by electrons
and ions. The maximum energy of bombarding ions depends
on the sample potential. In the PE reactor, the processed
sample has potential around 10V relatively plasma. In the RIE
reactor, the sample potential is equal to dc self-bias (16 V for
sample #1) and depends on process parameters. The beginning
of sputtering is defined by threshold energy, which is equal 25
eV and 34 eV for silver sputtering by Ar and He ions,
15
1
10

0,6
0,4

5

R
Ag

0,2

0
0

200

400

Ag

( m), x10-8

0,8

600

0

Pressure (mTor)
Figure 9. Dependence of resistivity and Ag content on process pressure
for film reduced in He plasma.
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Plasma reduction of silver oxide requires only electron
impact and can take place in any plasma, e.g., in oxygen one.
Silver film oxidized by oxygen plasma is simultaneously
exposed to electron irradiation. Electrons facilitate Ag2O
reduction at the same time, when atomic oxygen oxidizes
silver. As a result full Ag oxidation does not happen and silver
inclusions are observed in Ag2O obtained in both PE and RIE
reactors (Table II).
V. CONCLUSION
Standard parallel plate reactor can be used both for plasma
oxidation of silver, and for plasma reduction of silver oxide.
In contrast to oxidation, which happens in atomic oxygen
ambient, reduction does not require chemically active species
and is done in inert gas plasma. Possible reduction mechanism
is connected with breaking of Ag-O bonds and generation of
secondary electrons. Bond breaking happens due to
interaction of silver oxide with electrons and ions of plasma.
Rate of plasma reduction is proportional to plasma
concentration and can be tuned by plasma gas, rf power and
working pressure. Morphology of silver films obtained by
processing of AgxO in plasma depends on reduction rate and
differs for He, Ar and N2 plasmas.
Sequential silver oxidation and reduction in one reactor
may be useful in obtaining of AgxO films with controlled
silver content.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose the hexagonal quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM)-type modulation for continuousvariable quantum communication systems. Our proposed hexagonal QAM modulation provides less detection error, which occurs
in discriminating non-orthogonal quantum states, compared to
the previous modulation schemes such as phase shift keying
(PSK)-type modulation or rectangular QAM-type modulation.
Square root measurement (SRM) is used in the receiver to
decrease the detection error probability and receiver complexity.
The theoretical detection error rate for the hexagonal QAM
modulation is obtained by form of square root of matrix. The
detection error rate is verified by Monte Carlo simulation.
Keywords–Quantum communication, hexagonal QAM, continuous variables, coherent states

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the usage of personal communication devices increases,
the communication security system becomes more important
than ever. The quantum cryptography using quantum key distribution (QKD) is regarded as the future possible technology
to guarantee unconditional security [1]. Basically, the quantum
cryptography is based on the fact that nonorthogonal quantum
states can not be distinguished with certainty [2]. Note that
the detection of coherent states is accomplished by quantum
measurement which naturally brings about the detection errors.
In this paper, we consider a quantum detection problem. Alice transmits classical information key to Bob through quantum
channel. Both Alice and Bob prepare a set of quantum coherent
states, and Alice chooses one of the states corresponding to
the message. The receiver, Bob, extracts the message from a
quantum measurement of the received quantum state. Because
the set of coherent states Alice and Bob use are not orthogonal
to be general, all measurement can bring about the detection
error. Our design goal is to build the shared set of quantum
states and to build the quantum measurement.
This quantum detection problem has been researched in
many previous papers [3]–[6]. In [6], Yuen contrived a new
quantum cryptography which also ensures the unconditional
security. The protocol invented by Yuen is called Y-00 protocol
named after himself. In Y-00, a set of phase shift keying (PSK)
type states is considered. Security is from the detection error
rate gap between Bob and Eve, an eavesdropper, where Bob
shares an initial secret key string with Alice but Eve does not.
Y-00 protocol opened a new type of QKD, continuous variable
quantum key distribution (CV-QKD), by using coherent states
as information carrier.
Positive operator valued measurement (POVM) is a set of
Hermitian positive semidefinite operators. In quantum mechan-
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ics, all observable quantity is obtained by a special quantum
transaction called quantum measurement. By subjecting the
state to a quantum measurement, we can obtain a value
corresponding to the quantum state. POVM is widely used
to measure quantum states because it is easy to realize in
a physical system and because it has good mathematical
properties for performance analysis [2] [7].
The QAM provides better performance than the PSK in
terms of the error probability in higher spectral efficiency
case [8]. For this reason, QAM is adopted in many recent
communication standards to meet the demand of high speed
data rate. The constellation of QAM has several shapes such as
square QAM, circular QAM, hexagonal QAM and so on. It is
notable that the hexagonal QAM provides the largest minimum
Euclidian distance (ED) given the energy constraint compared
to other QAM schemes. Hexagonal QAM gives less error rate
performance than rectangular QAM but hexagonal QAM is
not popular in practical communication systems because of
its high implementation complexity compared to other QAM
shapes [9].
For PSK scheme, which has the circular symmetric quantum states set, the square root measurement (SRM) detection
has been proven to provide the minimum detection error
probability [2]. On the other hand, for QAM state, which
does not have the circular symmetric quantum states set, the
optimum detection scheme in terms of error probability has not
been known yet. However, SRM detection can provide quite
a good performance when the average number of photons of
coherent states, N s, is sufficiently large based on which the
application of SRM detection to QAM has been studied in the
literature [10]. The set of QAM state is not circular symmetric
but Kato employed SRM for QAM state detection problem.
Optimality of SRM for QAM state detection is not proven.
But detection probability of QAM state using SRM gives less
detection error than PSK state using SRM with same energy
constraint.
In SRM detection, the ED between two states is the
dominant factor for error detection. In a state set, we have
shown in a previous study [11] that the average detection error
probability is dominant with the minimum ED among the states
of the set. We have shown that circular QAM scheme can
reduce the detection error rate by enlarging the minimum ED
under a given energy constraint. Moreover, hexagonal QAM
scheme has larger minimum ED than circular QAM scheme
so we can expect that hexagonal QAM scheme gives less
detection error rate than PSK, rectangular QAM and circular
QAM.
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and

M
X

ˆ
Π̂j = I.

(6)

j=1

Let us denote P (j|i) , P (ρj |ρi ) as the conditional probability
that the quantum state ρi is decided as ρj . Then P (j|i) can
be represented as
P (j | i) = Tr [Π̂j ρi ].

Note that the value P (j|i) for (j 6= i) represents the decision
error probability. Then the average probability of decision error
Pe is given by

Figure 1. System description

Pe
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical representation of our considering system is described.
In Section 3, the SRM detection scheme in the receiver is
mathematically described. In Section 4, our new hexagonal
QAM scheme is suggested. In Section 5, we show the detection
error performance of our hexagonal QAM scheme with SRM
detection in a numerical way. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper.
II. M ATHEMATICAL S YSTEM R EPRESENTATION
Let us consider the detection problem of quantum states
illustrated in Figure. 1. Alice chooses one of pure states in a
set of coherent states and sends it to Bob. Then Bob measures
the received state and chooses one of the states based on the
minimum detection error criterion. Note that an error occurs
if the state chosen by Bob is different from Alice’s state.
We consider a pure state set ρ of size M in Hilbert space
Hs . Each state of ρ is represented by density operator ρi which
is non-negative and unit trace.
ρi ≥ 0,

Tr [ρi = 1]

(i = 1, 2, . . . , M ).

(1)

From the pure state assumption, each state can be also represented in vector form such as
ρi = |ψi i hψi |

(2)

where |ψi i, called ket ψi , is Dirac’s bra-ket notation of the
quantum state and hψi |, called bra ψi , is the dual state of
|ψi i.
A coherent state |αi is an eigen state of photon annihilation
operator, a [12],
a |αi = α |αi
(3)
and can be expressed using the representation in the basis of
number states, |ni,
|αi = e−

|α|2
2

∞
X
αn
√ |ni .
n!
n=0

(4)

Note that α can be an arbitrary complex value where the real
part of α relies on the position of the photon and the imaginary
part of α relies on the momentum of the photon [13].
For detection of the received states, we employ the POVM
Π̂j which satisfies the following relations
Π̂j ≥ 0,
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(7)

(5)

=

M
X
i=1

=

1−

M
X

qi

P (j | i)

j=1(6=i)
M
X

qi Pi (i | i)

(8)

i=1

where qi is a priori probability of the quantum state ρi
satisfying
M
X
qi = 1,
qi ≥ 0.
(9)
i=1

To simplify the discussion, we focus on the equal probable
1
for all i.
case, that is qi = M
III.

D ETECTION E RROR PERFORMANCE OF S QUARE
ROOT M EASUREMENT
Quantum measurement is defined as a set of operators.
In quantum mechanics, an operator is similar to a system
in classical mechanics. As long as the state in quantum is
represented in a vector form, the quantum operator can also
be represented in a matrix form. POVM is a good example of
quantum measurement.
Now, we consider SRM for detection. SRM is known as
the optimal detection measurement scheme in distinguishing
circular symmetric states, i.e., PSK states, in terms of detection
error rate. Note that when the state set is not circular symmetric, the optimal detection measurement scheme is not known
yet. However, as shown in [14]–[17], SRM is often employed
for non-symmetric case since it can be built by manipulating
the shared state set. Here, we also employ SRM for the signal
detection of hexagonal states considered in. The hexagonal
states set considered in this paper is not circular symmetric.
But SRM has been employed in many systems because of its
good properties [18].
The detection operator of SRM, denoted as Π̂j for the j-th
state is defined as [17]:
Π̂j = |µj i hµj |
|µj i = Ĝ−1/2 |ψj i
M
X
Ĝ =
|ψi i hψi | .

(10)

i=1

We can easily prove that SRM, Π̂j , satisfies (5) and (6) just by
substituting Π̂j into (5) and (6). It means that SRM is a class
of POVM and we can get the advantage of POVM mentioned
in Section I.
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In the case of using SRM in detection, the conditional
detection error probability P (j|i) can be calculated by square
root of the Gram matrix G
p(j | i) = (G1/2 )ji

2

3A

2A

(11)
A

where the Gram matrix G is the Hermitian matrix whose
entries are inner products of coherent states [2]


hψ1 | ψ1 i · · · hψ1 | ψM i


..
..
..
G=
(12)
.
.
.
.
hψM | ψ1 i · · · hψM | ψM i
From (4), the inner product of two coherent states can be
calculated as

0

−A

−2A

−3A
−3A

hα| βi = e
= e

|α|2 +|β|2
−
2

|α|2 +|β|2
−
2

∞ X
∞
X
α∗m β n
√
hm| ni
m!n!
m=0 n=0
∞
n
X
(α∗ β)
n=0

|α|2 +|β|2
−
2

∗

+α
= e
= Aαβ exp θαβ

−2A

−A

0

β

(13)




1
= exp − (αR − βR )2 + (αI − βI )2
(14)
2
= [αR βI − αI βR ] .
(15)

and
αR = Re{α}, αI = Im{α}, βR = Re{α}, βI = Im{α}.
In (11), we point out that the off-diagonal element of square
root of the Gram matrix directly influences the conditional
detection error probability. In (12), we can see that the offdiagonal elements of the Gram matrix is in inner product form
between two different states. In (14), the Euclidian distance
between two different states is the dominant factor in the
amplitude of inner product between the states. Now, we can
say that a states set with large minimum ED can reduce the
detection error rate. Hence, it is desired to make the signals
spread as far as they can in given signal average energy
constraint.
IV.

M INIMUM E UCLIDIAN DISTANCE M AXIMIZING
MODULATION : H EXAGONAL QAM
In classical communication systems, the hexagonal QAM
scheme is used because of low peak to average power ratio [9]
or used in the case considering multiple retransmission system
for the automatic repeat request [19]. But hexagonal QAM
scheme is rarely used because it can not be demodulated by the
two dimensional projective way which deduces the complexity
of the receiver.
To detect quantum coherent states, the two dimensional
projective way is limited by Heisenberg type uncertainty. In
this paper, we consider SRM detection and the detection
error performance of SRM is affected by the minimum ED
among the states. The hexagonal QAM state gives the largest
minimum ED under a given energy constraint.
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3A

n!
The shape of constellation points of Hexagonal QAM is in
the form of a shell. We can easily find the number of signals
that make the complete shell, and that number is
3n2 , n ∈ N

θαβ

2A

Figure 2. States set for 16-ary hexagonal QAM

where
Aαβ

A
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(16)

where n is the number of shells. Figure. 2 shows an example
of quantum hexagonal QAM states for M = 16 case. States
for 16-QAM are denoted as
√
3
)i
|ψ1 i = |A(−
3
√
3
1
|ψ2 i = |A(
+ j )i
6
2
√
1
3
|ψ3 i = |A(
− j )i
6
2
..
.
√
3
+ j2)i
(17)
|ψ16 i = |A(−
3
where A is a real valued fundamental amplitude. Euclidian
distance between most neighboring states is set to be A.
We can see that the first and the second shell is full of
states, and the third shell has empty spaces. These empty
spaces degrade data rate performance. In our quantum modulation, we consider uncoded classical information so the gap
between 2n for classical bit and (16) for hexagonal QAM
symbol degrades the rate.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULT
For comparing the error rate of detection, the average value
of the photon number, Ns is a common parameter which is
defined as:
M
X
Ns =
qi hψi | n̂ |ψi i
(18)
i=1
†

where n̂ = â â is the number operator of the coherent state.
The detection error probability is calculated by substituting
(17) to (13), (12), (11) and (8). In (11), square root of
Hermitian matrix is calculated by eigen value decomposition
in MATLAB.
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As the modulation size M grows, we need more photons
to meet a certain detection error rate. Our hexagonal QAM
scheme still has performance gain in higher modulation cases.
The average number of photons to meet a certain detection
error rate is still less in our hexagonal QAM state for higher
order cases.

0

10

−2

detection error rate

10

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new hexagonal QAM scheme
that reduces the detection error probability by maximizing
the minimum ED between states in the constellation. We
used SRM to detect the sent state. Numerical simulation
showed that our hexagonal QAM gives less detection error rate
under an average photon number constraint in several sizes of
modulation.
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Abstract - The main objective of this paper is to determine the
process of formation of black glasses from ladder-like
silsesquioxane precursors. Well-defined polysilsesquioxanes
with ladder-like structure obtained via the sol-gel process
allowed to control the amount of introduced carbon which
allows us to control the properties of received glasses. Raman
and middle infrared (MIR) spectroscopy research allowed to
determine the structure of obtained materials and thus, to
describe the process of formation of black glasses.
Keywords- silsesquioxanes; black glasess; SiOC.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Black glasses (SiOC glasses) are materials of amorphous
silica structure, in which two O2- ions are substituted by one
C4- anion (Figure 1). That type of substitution leads to a
local increase in the density of bonds and therefore to a
significant strengthening of the network. The ideal structure
of black glasses contains only Si-O and Si-C bonds.

CH3Si(OCH3)3 (T units) and ((CH2Si(OC2H5)2) (D units)
were used as a silsesquioxane precursors. A mixture of
T/D=2/1 was hydrolyzed using water and HCl catalyst to
obtain ladder-like structures (P0). To obtain glassy SiCxOy,
dried samples were subsequently heat-treated in a tube
furnace at 200, 400, 600 and 800 oC temperature ranges.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperatures for further studies were selected based
on thermogravimetric analysis (Figure 2). The first weight
loss was observed around 200oC (P1), the second at about
400oC (P2), the third at 600oC (P3) and the end at about
800oC (P4).

Figure 1. The structural formula of: silica SiO2 (left), SiC (center), silicon
oxycarbide (right) [1].
Figure. 2. Thermogravimetric (TG) curve of P0 sample

Unfortunately, the silica glass structure can accept only a
limited amount of carbon ions. Therefore, black glasses
usually also contain so called free carbon (phase separation)
- that is responsible for their black color.
The presence of free carbon and its structure has a
tremendous impact on the thermal stability and mechanical
properties of the glasses. Analysis of the literature shows
that functional parameters of black glasses may vary within
very wide limits, depending on the amount of free carbon
and isomorphous substitution in the glass structure [2]-[9].
II.

EXPERIMENTAL

As it was mentioned, the main reason for the use of
ladder-like polysilsesquioxanes as precursors of black glass
was the need to ensure the stoichiometry of the glass. This
allows to control the amount of Si-C bonds. The
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Spectroscopic studies (MIR and Raman) of samples (P0P4) show that the transition from xerogel into black glasses
(Figures 3 and 4). On MIR spectrum of P1, an increase in
intensity of bands responsible for C-H vibrations (857,
1270, 1409, 2910, 2969 cm-1) and the appearance of
additional bands in the range of approx. 3055 cm-1
(vibration CH sp2) and OH at 3693, 3756 cm-1 is observed.
This is most probably due to formation of D-oligomers [1].
As temperature increases (P2 - P4) a decrease in the
intensity of the bands associated with the CH groups can be
observed [10].
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carbon can be obtained. Spectroscopic studies showed that,
with the increase of temperature, free carbon phase starts to
form. Raman studies have shown that the process of
forming the carbon phase begins at about 600 °C.
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of xelogel (P0) and pyrolised samples (P0 - P4)

On Raman spectra (Figure 4), the so called G (at about 1615
cm-1) and D bands (P1-P4) characteristic for sp2 hybridized
carbon pairs and breathing of hexagonal carbon rings
respectively are visible. As temperature rises, an increase in
the intensity of the G band is observed. This is especially
visible for P3 (600 oC) and P4 (800 oC) samples.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, it has been shown that using ladder-like
silsesquioxanes, black glasses with different amount of free
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